Handling and protecting your flexible ureteroscope: how to maximise scope usage
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Abstract: Flexible ureteroscopy is an important therapeutic and diagnostic procedure and has seen rapid rise in its utilisation in recent years. There have been numerous developments in flexible ureteroscope (fURS) technology but scope fragility, and the associated high maintenance costs, remains a concern. A comprehensive Medline search for related publications from the last 20 years was undertaken to identify common causes of fURS damage and ascertain practices to minimise this. Flexible ureteroscopy can be due to intraoperative causes (loss of the deflection mechanism, damage to the working channel due and fibreoptic bundle injury) and non-operative damage which occur during cleaning, sterilisation and handling of the fURS. The review summarises the available literature to help highlight common mechanisms of scope damage, and outlines evidence-based measures to reduce the risk of damage and maximise durability. Scope fragility remains a problem with significant associated cost implications. In a culture of rising fURS use and reducing re-imbursement for endourologists, prolonging the longevity of the fURS is imperative for maintaining profitability. There are simple and inexpensive practices which can be immediately adopted to maximise fURS use and reduce the need for repairs.
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Introduction

Since the first report half a century ago, use of the flexible ureteroscope (fURS) in Urology for diagnostic and therapeutic indications has grown exponentially (1). This rapid upsurge in fURS usage is in no small part due to the rising prevalence of kidney stone disease as a ubiquitous, worldwide condition which poses a clinical and economic public health burden upon the population (2-4).

Where data is available, kidney stone disease is now the second most expensive urological disease (5). Data from the USA demonstrates that in a 30-year period from 1984 to 2014, the annual estimated direct healthcare costs of urolithiasis rose from $898 million to $5.3 billion (5). Similarly, prevalence data from Europe, Australia and Far-Eastern Asia show a significant rise in patients diagnosed with renal tract stones (6).

Exciting developments in endoscopic technology, including scope miniaturisation, advances in active and passive deflection, and high definition image digitalisation combined with a plethora of high-quality accessories now mean that no part of the upper urinary tract is out of reach with a fURS (7). For these, and other reasons, the popularity of fURS has risen rapidly in the UK (8,9). A recent systematic review shows similar worldwide trends over the past two decades charting the rapid rise of fURS utilisation in most parts of the world, often at the expense of extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) (4).
fURSs have undergone significant engineering over the last 30 years. This progress has been influenced by two key factors; first, the drive to reduce scope diameter and tip size and second, in response to an increased awareness of scope damage with a need to maximise durability and reduce repair costs (10). Nevertheless, technological advancements have come at the expense of endoscope fragility. Expensive repair or replacement of a fURS in a high-volume centre can have a significant impact on the clinical and cost effectiveness of the institution. In this paper we review the causes of fURS damage and the steps that the urologist may take to minimise damage and prolong the life of their ureteroscopes.

**Methods**

We undertook a comprehensive Medline search using the following search keywords: “flexible ureteroscope/y”, “durability”, “handling”, “protecting”, “usage” and “damage”. The filter “humans” was applied, and the search limited to the last 20 years, given the rapid evolution in scope technology and innovation in the last two decades. In total, 255 articles were identified, from which 60 were deemed appropriate for abstract review and subsequent consideration in this review. We aim to summarise the literature regarding trends of ureteroscope damage and thus identify techniques to minimise malfunction and maximise usage.

**Does ureteroscope durability really matter?**

Ureteroscopy has consistently been reported as being a more cost-effective treatment with lower overall costs compared to other stone treatment modalities (6,11). Even beyond the capital investment to acquire a fURS, subsequent care, maintenance, breakages and repair become significant cost considerations. The total cost of providing a fURS service differs depending on multiple factors including instrument costs, ancillary care expenses, hospital overheads and local reimbursement tariffs thus making it difficult to establish precise costs. Nevertheless, early experience reports of fURS damage concluded that scopes required frequent repair after only 12–15 procedures, but even more recent published data with newer ureteroscopes suggest that failure will occur at an average of 9–50 cases, though some authors have described a higher usage in selected cases (12-14).

Data from large volume centres place an annual estimated repair cost for each institution ranging from $44,722 to $115,000, with an average cost per repair for a major repair ranging between $4,500 and $7,521 (15-17). Therefore, the estimated average repair cost per case varies from $355 to $605. This suggests that a concerted and intentional focus on improving ureteroscope durability and reducing repair/replacement costs is essential to maintain profitability against a background of rising fURS usage and decreasing reimbursement in many health economies (17).

**fURS damage**

Karl Storz (Tuttlingen, Germany) was a pioneer of miniaturisation, developing a 7.5-Fr scope with a 3.7-Fr working channel in 1993 (Model 11274AA) (7). Subsequent reduction in the scope diameter allowed for better manoeuvrability within the pelvicalyceal system, but was found to result in increased fragility regardless of make and model (18). Engineers have also had to contend with the challenge of retaining light and image quality while reducing size and this has been permitted by the development of digital scopes and light emitting diodes (LED).

Traditional analogue fURS rely on fibre optics for the passage of light from an external source down the scope and transmission of images back to the camera unit. The image quality depends on the number of fibres in the bundle which in turn limits the minimum scope diameter (7). The fragile fibres are subject to breakages and subsequent poor image quality over time. Digital videoscopes utilise an LED at the scope tip instead of an external light source and images are captured via a digital microchip (chip-on-the-tip) and transmitted via a single wire, negating the need for an optic lens or camera head. This leads to high resolution image quality and ergonomics which significantly reduce operating time (19). Combined data from four major fURS manufacturers showed that the most common types of damage requiring repair were due to working channel damage (52%), scope shaft malfunction (27%), impaired deflection components (15%), and eyepiece components damage (8%) (18).

fURS damage can broadly be divided into those related to:

(I) Intra-operative scope handling and use of accessory equipment during surgical usage, and

(II) Non-operative handling during ureteroscope cleaning, sterilization and transfer.

Additionally, the risk of damage also increases with scope age and the extent and number of previous repairs (20).
Intraoperative causes of ureteroscope damage

The three most common intraoperative causes of fURS damage are:

- Loss of deflection at the tip due to repetitive extreme deflection;
- Damage to the working channel secondary to frequent instrumentation or accidental laser firing (10), and
- Fibre optic bundle damage (21).

Other causes of damage include fluid intrusion, lens damage or ureteral access sheath (UAS) damage.

Deflection

The active deflection at the tip of a fURS is its most fragile moveable part. Most scopes now boast 270° bi-directional active deflection but with prolonged or excessive stress applied to the deflection mechanism, this range decreases over time (Figure 1) (7). The bending sheath, angulation cables and deflection mechanisms are all possible sites of damage (22). In an independent analysis of the Olympus fURSs by Canales et al., it was found that damage to the outer sheath (outer bending rubber of the distal deflection tip) rather than in the inner working channels at the distal end was the most common site (10). It is speculated that intra-operative fURS impact trauma, aggressive bending, improper access sheath usage and careless processing are likely causes of deflection mechanism damage (Figure 2) but there is a clear need for a robust prospective database in each unit to identify the role and frequency of each factor (10).

Lower pole stones

Ozimek et al. found that a steep infundibulopelvic angle of 60° or less is an important risk factor for ureteroscope damage due to the prolonged and exaggerated deflection required to treat a stone in this location damage (23). A steep angle reduces efficiency of laser energy transfer down the fibre also making it more prone to fracture, increasing fragmentation time and stress on the fURS. Re-location of lower pole stones into a straighter middle or upper pole calyx for treatment has been demonstrated to reduce deflection mechanism damage (24).

UAS

The UAS splits opinions with some authors recommending routine use while others limit use to selected and challenging cases (19). Frequently extolled advantages of the UAS include ease of multiple fURS passage, reduced intra-renal pressures, better stone free rate, and shorter operative times (19). Nevertheless, in a recent systematic review debunking the “facts and myths” surrounding the UAS, authors have concluded that there is no convincing evidence to date that routine UAS use results in improved stone free rates or shorter operative times (25). In addition, the review also concludes that the effect of UAS use on fURS durability has not been appropriately evaluated. Most studies have simply stated theories for UAS-mediated fURS damage, with proposed mechanisms including removal of the fURS while deflected against the tip of the UAS, and damage to the outer coat if a small stone fragment is lodged between the shaft of the fURS and the UAS lumen while the fURS is removed forcibly (13,24,26). The risk of damage to the distal deflection tip against the end of the UAS is thought to be reduced if both the UAS and the
ureteroscope are extracted together, with the distal end of the ureteroscope left outside the UAS in view (26,27).

**Working channel damage**

**Nitinol devices**

Numerous accessories traverse the fURS working channel including guidewires, Nitinol devices including baskets and forceps, and laser fibres. Seto and colleagues analysed damage to the working channel of the fURS caused by repeated insertion and removal (up to 100 times) of a variety of accessories (28). The fURS scopes were meticulously tested for pin-hole damage using an air-leak test as well as by direct visualisation using a fine (2.4F) fibrescope. Remarkably, the Nitinol stone-retrieval basket and biopsy forceps (up to 3F) caused no significant damage to the working channel despite a scope deflection of 120° (28). However, even the 200 μm holmium laser fibres caused visible damage to the inner channel surface of the channel with a fURS deflection of >60° and clear evidence of channel penetration at 120° deflection. Therefore, while care must be taken when using Nitinol baskets/forceps, it is imperative that laser fibre insertion is performed with the fURS tip in the neutral position.

**Guidewires**

Aside from the safety benefits of a guidewire during upper tract endoscopy, it is proposed that guidewire placement also leads to a straightening of the ureter, thus reducing its tortuosity while decreasing the risk of scope flexion on introduction into the ureter (29). Safety guidewire use was found to have a beneficial effect with an estimated reduction in the risk of fURS damage by around 50%, though this effect needs to be further investigated (30).

Conversely, careless use of guidewires has the propensity to facilitate endoscope damage. For example, “backloading” of the fURS over a working wire could also result in working channel puncture and flap creation (7). We propose that backloading, when necessary, is performed over a well lubricated, secured, hydrophilic wire without any kink, held in as straight a position as possible.

**Laser fibre related damage**

Ninety percent of laser damage is to be found in the distal 3 to 4 mm of the fURS (Figure 3) (18). Undoubtedly, thermal laser damage to the fURS working channel is a common cause of scope failure and every laser fibre must be checked for defects prior to use and must never be fired while inside the channel (13,31). Additionally, laser fibres can cause significant working channel damage when inserted in a fURS with a deflection of >45–60° (28,32). It is essential to keep the scope tip straight during insertion of a laser fibre.

A modified fibre tip may help reduce working channel injury. Carlos et al. found that using a ball-tip laser fibre, such as the Flexiva TracTip (Boston Scientific, MA, USA) created less damage compared to the standard flat-tip laser fibres (32). Flat-tip fibres seemed to require >5-fold insertion forces at all angles and caused demonstrable fURS damage when deflected >45°, while a ball-tip fibre could be safely passed through an 180° deflected ureteroscope liner without causing trauma. However, because of the burn-back effect of any laser fibre, the ball tip may only last for a few seconds of laser lithotripsy, thus limiting its role in cases of multiple insertions and removals.

There is conflicting evidence regarding the safety and efficiency of reusable versus single use laser fibres. Previous reports have proposed re-usable fibres to be more cost effective, but they have not included data on laser related
damage (33). Conversely, a UK-based study found that single use laser fibres showed consistent performance in energy transmission and fracture resistance and though associated with a higher initial cost, they caused less damage than reusable ones which were more likely to cleave or display micro-fractures inside the working channel and cause thermal damage (34). Based on their calculations, the overall cost of fURS repairs and sterilisation of reusable fibres more than justified the cost-effectiveness of routinely employing single use fibres (34). An American report, acknowledged that there may be reduced repair costs with a single-use laser fibre, but calculated that the fURS would need to be used for around 100 procedures before repair to justify the cost of routinely employing single-use laser fibres (16). It is clear that cost effectiveness of single versus reusable laser fibres is relation to fURS durability is dependent on many factors, including locally agreed reimbursement tariffs and therefore a wholesale recommendation is not possible.

Either way, all laser fibres—regardless of their diameter—are prone to degradation and may result in fURS damage. One technique to reduce this risk is to cleave the fibre after every 10 minutes of use (35). Furthermore, fibre cleaving can be undertaken using standard metallic scissors without retrieving the fibre through the fURS, to reduce the risk of damage to the fURS from repeated insertions (36).

Another concept to reduce the risk of laser damage to the fURS tip is that of keeping a “safety distance”. Due to the subtle differences in scope design, the appearance of the laser fibre on the viewing screen will vary between ureteroscopes with at least 1 mm of fibre protruding from the end of the 0° camera fURS before it is visualised (37). This distance however will vary, but in a study comparing seven scopes, investigators observed that in all cases, when advanced to one-quarter of the screen, the fibre was out 3 mm or more from the fURS tip (37). This >3 mm distance offers clear protection for the fURS tip from the laser-generated plasma bubble as well as stone fragments and is regarded as the “safety distance” to avoid fURS injury even when using high energy with a short pulse (37).

Laser protection technologies
Various technologies have been developed to reduce laser-related damage to the working channel. Karl Storz newer generation endoscopes utilise Laserite™ ceramic technology which reduces risk of thermal laser damage to the distal tip (7). Flexguard™ (LISA Laser Products, Katlenburg-Lindau, Germany) is a single use laser fibre sheath with an outer diameter of 0.9 mm designed for 3.6F working channel scopes which can be used to reduce fibre-insertion related injury, though it is not designed to protect the scope from laser damage if inadvertently activated inside the working channel (38-40). A disadvantage of the Flexguard™ sheath, apart from the obvious additional cost implication, is the reduction in irrigant flow and fURS deflection tip when in situ, which can be minimised by removal of the sheath once the laser fibre has been inserted into position (38,39). The Endoscope Protection System (EPS) (Gyrus-ACMI, Southborough, MA, USA) relies on sensory feedback from the end of the digital fURS and identifies the blue colour of the laser fibre outer cover and automatically shuts down the laser firing when the fibre is withdrawn into the ureteroscope (41). In a clinical evaluation of 80 fURS cases, no laser energy-related fURS damage was noted despite fast (5 cm/s) or slow (2 cm/s) withdrawal of the fibre with the fURS in a flexed as well as straight position (42). The authors suggest that EPS should complement, rather than replace, the standard safe laser techniques. Nevertheless, all of the above technologies have not gained universal acceptance as there is insufficient published data to clarify their credential with regards to overall cost-effectiveness.

While the precise laser settings for stone fragmentation vary depending on stone location and size, surgeon preference and the desired outcome, we suggest using low energy (0.5 J) and long pulse duration to reduce the risk of fURS damage since the maximum radius of the resulting plasma bubble is a function of the energy and pulse duration of the laser pulse (43).

Fibre optic damage
Fibre optic damage can take the form of broken individual fibres resulting in black spots within the image and inadequate light transmission or moisture leakage into the fibres causing a blurry image (Figure 4). This may occur as a result of natural deterioration with increasing use, excessive deflection, advancing the fURS forcibly against resistance and poor handling and sterilisation techniques (7). All fURS should be routinely checked for fibre optic damage, and a greater than 20% fibre loss or any degree of moisture leak requires repair.

Fibre optic versus digital fURS
With regards to fibre optic scopes, refurbished fURSs
are more fragile and prone to subsequent damage compared to new ones (22). There also appears to be very little difference between different makes of fibre optics ureteroscopes (31). All major endoscopy manufacturers supply a digital fURS which undoubtedly has advantages with regards to scope movement and image quality. The initial enthusiasm surrounding improved durability of the digital fURS compared to standard fibre optic ones has not been borne out (26). In fact, a recent report demonstrates significant variability in the durability of the digital and fibre optic scopes ranging from 10 to 79 uses prior to repair (44). Temiz and colleagues also concluded that the digital fURS was associated with a higher initial cost but offered no additional benefit with regards to scope durability or surgical outcomes compared to standard fibre optic scopes (45). Therefore, the evidence of increased longevity of the digital fURS is still lacking.

Non-operative causes of ureteroscope damage

Away from the patient, a competent endourology service requires dedicated staff to ensure correct fURS handling and robust reprocessing protocols to maintain scopes in good working order and ensure longevity. Every aspect of fURS care, including handling and transfer for sterilisation is critical to minimising damage, and requires cooperation between members of the clinical/operating room team and the sterilisation unit. Increasing the number of links in this chain, increases the probability for fURS damage, but the endourologist needs to demonstrate leadership to encourage appropriate fURS care.

Non-operative causes of fURS damage centre around the methods of cleaning, sterilisation and storage of scopes.

Pressure leak testing

Sung and colleagues reviewed instructions from four different manufacturers of ureteroscopes on how to reduce fURS damage (18). They recommended that operating room staff should perform a pressure leak test after every procedure before releasing the fURS for cleaning and sterilisation (18). Not only does this ensure the integrity of the working channel but can also help identify the site (intraoperative or during processing) where the fURS may have sustained damage, and can reduce overall repair costs by detecting damage early, so progression to more serious destruction, if the leaking scope is exposed to high irrigation pressures during sterilisation, can be avoided (46).

Cleaning and sterilisation

Scope cleaning and sterilisation must strictly adhere to manufacturer instructions using dedicated scope trays and staff committed to carefully processing these delicate instruments. A fURS cannot be handled in a similar way to a gastro- or colonoscope and sterilisation unit staff must be appropriately trained. Most of the major fURS manufacturers provide a free training and advice service for operating room and sterilisation room staff on request and this should be readily utilised.

We disagree with the conclusions of McDougall and colleagues who compared the effects of two different techniques of sterilisation [the Steris 20 (peroxyacetic acid 35%) technique and Cidex (glutaraldehyde 2.4%)] on fURS durability and found that neither the sterilisation technique nor the number of personnel involved had any significant effect on scope durability (47). On the contrary, our experience resonates with numerous other reports which demonstrate that when the correct sterilisation method is used, ideally by trained nurses within the endoscopy suite there is a demonstrable improvement in scope longevity and a reduction in cost per procedure (18,21,48).

Sterilisation techniques are not uniform and are largely dictated by local protocol or national guidance, but using the following method, Semins and co-workers prospectively used 11 ureteroscopes which were processed 478 times over a 12-month period, with no damage attributable to the cleaning and sterilisation process which was undertaken by dedicated urology staff. Their method is hand washing of the fURS after use and soaking it in a basin of Enzol Enzymatic Detergent (Advanced Sterilisation Products, Irvine, CA, USA), then 90 mL of Enzol is flushed through...
the working channel, followed by a manual brush scrubbing of the channel and double flush with 90 mL of Enzol (48). The fURS is rinsed with water thoroughly and sterilised in a Steris System 1 Endoscope Processing System (Steris Corporation, Mentor, Ohio, USA) for 30 minutes and following which it is stored in straight neutral position (48). Finally, it is advisable to avoid using an ETO (Ethylene Oxide) venting cap during liquid sterilisation and to allow the fURS to be wiped and completely dry prior to storage to reduce the risk of chemical damage or corrosion (Figure 5) (18). The fURS should be stored in sterilised containers in a straight or lightly curled position, as careless storage can cause “trapping” injury to the shaft (Figure 6) (18).

**Operator experience**

It is clear that surgeon experience and institution case volume have a direct correlation with scope durability, with high volume centres associated with fewer fURS repairs (24,49-51). Nevertheless, this has to be balanced with other confounding factors including the fact that tertiary centres undertake a larger proportion of more challenging cases perhaps requiring longer fURS use per case, thus adding wear and tear on the fURS (50). In addition, there is a new generation of endourology trainees who need to be trained in developing their experience and competency. There is emerging evidence that training does not need to jeopardise fURS durability. Karaolides and co-workers noted that following the adoption of simple and practical guidelines on fURS use, and in conjunction with simulated training and mentoring, there was a noticeable reduction in the rate of fURS damage even though most procedures were commenced by a trainee under supervision (51).

**Limitations**

We acknowledge the limitations in this review in terms of the quality of studies included. While there are some prospective randomised studies evaluating aspects of fURS, there are many facets of fURS care which have not been scrutinised adequately. So much of endourology practice is governed by the surgeon’s experience and preference and therefore determination of causal relations between affecting factors and fURS durability is challenging. Also, this is a rapidly evolving field and there is very little durability data on the newer 3rd generation of ureteroscopes.

In addition, our experience and intuition indicate that there are several aspects of flexible ureteroscopy practice which seem to be good practice and may help to prolong the life of the fURS, but which currently lack evidence from good quality studies. These techniques include:

- Routine semi-rigid ureteroscopy prior to flexible ureteroscopy, facilitating pre-dilatation of the ureteral orifice and lower ureter and reducing insertion pressure on the fURS;
- Holding the fURS by the hand piece with the tip relaxed in a dependent position;
- Liberal use of lubricant during fURS manipulation;
- Maintaining the scope loosely coiled in transit and taking extra care when placing the fURS in its storage compartment to avoid trapping of the shaft.

In conclusion, fURS longevity is a key concern and deserves careful attention and leadership from practising endourologists. It has significant implications for the cost effectiveness of the fURS programme and adoption of simple techniques can help maximise scope usage.
Table 1  Top tips to minimise fURS damage and improve durability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop and publicise guidelines for safe use of the fURS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check fURS for external or fibre optic bundle damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure no damage to the laser fibre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ureteroscope insertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-rigid ureteroscope immediately prior to fURS may help calibrate and dilate the lower ureter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep fURS as straight as possible during insertion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure adequate lubrication on the fURS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a well lubricated hydrophilic guidewire if back-loading the fURS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-operatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing deflection related injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use gentle manipulation of the hand-piece deflection lever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid working with maximum deflection for prolonged periods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move lower pole stones to a more accessible calyx prior to lithotripsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that UAS is not restricting fURS deflection (ideally the UAS should be in the proximal ureter below the uretero-pelvic junction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove the fURS and UAS together when finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a smaller diameter laser fibre if possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep fURS in a straight, neutral position during insertion of laser fibre. Avoid firing the laser unless the fibre is clearly visible (¼ of the screen). Avoid firing the laser at extreme fURS deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold the fURS by the hand piece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always maintain the fURS in a neutral/loosely coiled position on standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following the procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure leak test after every case (immediate repair if leak identified). Ensure cleaning and sterilisation adhere to manufacturers guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If sterilisation is done by non-urology staff, ensure appropriate awareness and training (communication from the endourologist is paramount)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure that the scope is stored carefully in dedicated cases to avoid trapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fURS, flexible ureteroscope; UAS, ureteral access sheath.

and reduce the need for expensive repairs, without compromising on high quality patient care. Finally, Table 1 summarises our top tips to improve durability and minimise damage to the fURS which can make an immediate impact with little or no additional financial investment necessary.
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